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Executive Summary  

 
Image 2. [Dinner Lab Official Website, 2015] 
 

Dinner Lab is a “membership-based, social dining experiment that unites undiscovered chefs 

with adventurous diners.” Dinner Lab creates one-time food experiences. They pair an up-and-

coming chef with diners seeking an unconventional experience in a unique space. Even the 

name “Dinner Lab” is an experiential name that invokes the user’s experience of having a 

specially concocted dinner. The company is currently transitioning from rapid expansion into a 

phase that consists more of brand refinement. They do not currently have a mission or a vision.  

 

The company is not in a position where they are protected against competitors that provide a 

similar service. However, they do have a marketing advantage due to having better than 

average differentiation advantage in price, service, and reputation. Their main competitive 

advantage is providing a great value to their members. Their members are people that have 

disposable income, but want to be responsible with it.  

 

They have a separate value proposition for the diners and the chefs that participate in the 

events. The service provided to diners is ethnically diverse, unique and creative food. The 

service provided to chefs is providing specific feedback on their dishes. The highest priority 

customer segment for Dinner Lab is culinary forward thinking experience seekers. Their 

traditional value proposition and segments needs have been very aligned. The values have 

been refined over time. The aspect of community dining was something that was initially 

overlooked, but has proven to be one of their main brand attributes. 
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There are three main areas of opportunity that this Marketing Plan will address: turning brand 

refinement into brand loyalty through engaging diners, creating sustainable partnerships to 

attract new potential members who are sustainably inclined, and targeting existing customers to 

increase retention through deeper segmentation. The company has a wealth of data collected, 

and an important next step is to identify the trends in that data to verify the top customer 

segments. 

Situation Overview  

Brand attributes 

Dinner Lab is a “membership-based, social dining experiment that unites undiscovered chefs 

with adventurous diners.” Dinner Lab began in New Orleans, its creation was driven by the fact 

that there weren’t many late night food options in the city besides bad pizza sold out of the all-

night daiquiri houses on Bourbon Street. So starting in 2011, Brian Bordainick began setting up 

pop-up dinners with different chefs that started at midnight. What started as a meal with 18 

friends has expanded to 33 different cities across the country. Dinner Lab creates one-time food 

experiences. They pair an up-and-coming chef with diners seeking an unconventional 

experience in a unique space. As a member, you are emailed the 5 course pre-fixe menus of all 

of the events in your area. When you decide you want to attend, you purchase tickets online 

and wait for the location of the event to be emailed to you 24 hours before the date. The night of 

the dinner you just need to bring yourself to the event, not even a wallet. Everything, including 

alcohol, taxes, and tips for the wait staff has been included already. As a chef, you get a willing 

test audience to try your new dishes and provide critical feedback. 

 

 
 
Image 3. [Dinner Lab Official Website, 2015] 
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The brand of Dinner Lab doesn’t consist of heavily stylized visual elements, but relies on 

highlighting the dinner events and the food. The true experience of the brand does not happen 

through the company marketing specific design elements, like the logo, color, and fonts. The 

true brand identity is through the design of the events. Effort is put into the spaces to have very 

simple, but very “instagrammable” events. It’s not uncommon to see a strand of Christmas lights 

across the brick wall of an art gallery, or a stark white tablecloth on a table with an industrial 

warehouse in the background. Dinner Lab appeals to their core demographic of hip adventurous 

foodies that are willing to take a chance on a new chef or non-traditional dining experience. 

Even the name “Dinner Lab” is an experiential name that invokes the user’s experience of 

having a specially concocted dinner.  

 
Image 4. [Megan Morrice Instagram Account, 2013] 
Images 5. [Megan Morrice Instagram Account, 2013] 

Current position 

Brand Mission & Vision 

The company does not currently have a mission or a vision, and defining these at this moment 

in the company’s trajectory is an important next step. The brand mission is to be a high-end test 

kitchen for the culinary forward thinking. They want to exceed their member’s expectations and 

continue to build community and food culture. They also have a vision to help up-and-coming 
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talented chefs hone their creative skills, and even potentially helping those chefs open up their 

own restaurants. Further work on these is recommended later. 

Brand Tagline 

Dinner Lab’s tagline “membership-based, social dining experiment that unites undiscovered 

chefs with adventurous diners” appeals to their core demographic of hip adventurous foodies 

that are willing to take a chance on a new chef or non-traditional dining experience. Even the 

name “Dinner Lab” is an experiential name that invokes the user’s experience of having a 

specially concocted dinner (Best, 273). 

 

Competitive Context  

Landscape  

The competitive landscape differs across the country. In some areas, such as San Francisco, 

there are countless different forms of pop-up dining. In other parts of the country, there are not 

as many options. Dinner Lab was created to fulfill that lack of options. Even in a food city like 

New Orleans, the options were still mostly Creole and Southern and lacked ethnic variety and 

creativity. Kelly Valentine, General Manager at Dinner Lab, believes that the company began at 

the perfect time. In 2011, pop-up dining had moved from the innovators and steadily through the 

early adopters. There was initial interest from the early majority. This created perfect timing for 

media coverage. It was still new and sexy enough warrant coverage, but enough people had 

already participated and heard about this type of experience to show interest in that coverage, 

without the journalists having to start from scratch and provide a lot of background information. 

 

They have a competitive advantage due to all of the markets that they serve. They have refined 

their core product of 5 course pop-up dinners with the location announced 24 hours beforehand. 

They do provide their meals at a very attractive price point for the market segment. Many other 

pop-up dinners only have one drink served with the meal (not open bar) or cost several hundred 

dollars to attend. The real competitive advantage here is not just about giving patrons more 

alcohol (although that usually can’t hurt the situation) but it is about providing a great value to 
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their members. Their members are people that have disposable income, but want to be 

responsible with it. They are people that have 5 star tastes, but prefer to spend $$$. 

Porter Five Forces Analysis  

Porter five forces analysis is a framework that analyzes the level of competition within an 

industry and attempts to use that information to inform business strategy. 

Threats to entry/Barriers to exit 

Many chefs choose to enter the pop-up dinner space because of the low barriers to entry. They 

are not blocked in the same way that they are with a brick and mortar restaurant. You do not 

have the same start up or operating costs associated with it. There is no rent, no purchasing of 

expensive furniture, and no purchasing of required stylish matching flatware. You also do not 

have to face the same regulatory and licensing environment. You could start with one event and 

not ensure you are meeting health code, having the event in a properly zoned space, and 

following the overtime employment laws that someone working would. Again, unlike a traditional 

restaurant with many assets, pop-up dinner competitors can easily exit the marketplace. 

Marketing efforts can focus on the uniqueness of the experience of one of these dinners, and 

celebrate the differences with a traditional restaurant. Something that could be construed as a 

negative, such as working out of a traveling kitchen, has pre-emptively been portrayed as an 

advantage.  

Competitive Rivalry 

If you want a pop-up sit down meal you could chose from many competitors, especially in the 

Bay Area. The competitors that do exist are differentiated, if you prefer to eat in a chef’s home 

at their kitchen table you could use https://eatfeastly.com or if you wanted a dinner show 

experience you could go to an event thrown by ThemeDream, or Antibellum Voodoo Noir in Los 

Angeles. For a focus on beautiful spaces you could eat at Stag, or if you wanted to focus on 

sustainably foraged foods you could try Forage. However, in other markets there is not as much 

competitive rivalry. 
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Supplier Power 

It is fairly competitive to be a chef, you have to go through a rigorous application process. The 

staff that works the events is locally sourced, and their power is generally low. There are low 

switching costs for Dinner Lab to hire new people. Since they are hired for specific events, there 

is no long-term commitment in terms of employment or even build up loyalty. They have made a 

commitment to hire locally, so that is a limiting factor. Staff that lives in the area of the event 

does have an advantage over people outsourced and brought in from a different area. For 

marketing purposes, the same exclusiveness that helps attracts diners also attracts chefs. They 

are getting a very valuable service from the company. The more competitive it seems to be, the 

more that they will be attracted to apply. The pool of applicants will remain a high quality pool for 

these reasons. 

Customer Buyer Power 

The customers have medium power in this situation. They tend to be a more affluent crowd who 

are used to having some power in most of their buying situations. The company knows this and 

caters to many of their demands. However, the customers are not in a position to negotiate 

lower prices or ban together. If you pay for the premium membership, it is not likely that you 

would pay almost $200 and then switch to another membership based dinner club. Even though 

the customers do not have a high amount of power in this situation, they are actually marketed 

to as if they do. Also, much of the marketing reinforces their decision to become members in the 

first place. 

Threat of substitution 

There is a high potential of substitution because there are so many options for where and how 

you eat dinner. You could go to a traditional restaurant, or become so enthralled with the 

underground dining scene that they are enticed to go to other events that they hear about, eat at 

a food truck, or stay home and cook. From a marketing standpoint, you are looking at the 

broader marketplace substitutes more than direct brand substitutes.  
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Image 6. Summary of Porter's five forces 
 

Dinner Lab is in an industry where there is a high potential of substitution and a high threat of 

new entry. The company is not in a position where they are protected against competitors that 

provide a similar service. They do not have strong differentiation advantage in one specific area: 

price, service, or reputation. They have a marketing advantage due to being better than average 

in all three of these areas. 

Target Segments & Value Proposition  
They have a separate value proposition for the diners and the chefs that participate in the 

events. The service provided to diners is ethnically diverse, unique and creative food. The 

service provided to chefs, besides specific feedback on their dishes, also helps promote 

themselves and their restaurant.  
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Image 7. Infographic of experiential diner information, made from information cited in from the Eventbrite article 
“The Rise of Pop-Up Dining Events and the Experiential Diner” 
 
The menus for the dinners are shown before your purchase your tickets, so the diners that 

come are self-selected to be the types to enjoy a Balinese peppercorn streusel with sweet molé, 

eggnog anglaise and cocoa nibs or a Terrina de Pulpo a la Plancha (octopus terrine). The 

highest priority customer segment for Dinner Lab is culinary forward thinking experience 

seekers.  

 

Dinner Lab is at a very interesting point in their history. Their traditional value proposition and 

segments needs have been very aligned. Dinner Lab started with a lack of resources, and they 

had to stretch their physical assets. When they started, they went to thrift stores and bought up 
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all the silverware they could. It turned out that people thought the mismatched silverware was 

cute and quirky. They also chose the seating to be several long rows of tables out of resource 

necessity. You didn’t see many communal dining tables in the restaurant industry in 2011, but 

today it has become quite popular. They originally announced the location 24 hours before an 

event mainly due to logistics as well. A pipe could burst in a warehouse and a last minute 

location change could be needed. They are also able to take advantage of last minute pricing by 

booking the venue very close to the event date.  All of these logistical choices have created 

brand attributes. The communal dining is an important part of their brand now. The secret 

underground hip vibe may have been unintentional enhanced, and it resulted in attracting a 

larger audience. Many customers value the community aspects of dining more than the 

underground roving dining features. 

Strategic Marketing Goals for the Target Segment 

 

At the end of October they announced that they no longer would require a membership fee to 

purchase tickets for their events. They will be able to reach more food enthusiasts this way, 

including those that want to experience a dinner without having to commit to paying an annual 

membership. They also will be able to continue to offer their core product, but differentiate 

features for their priority customer segment. The Select (paid) membership will offer happy 

hours, special parties, chef demonstration, cooking classes, and chef’s table events. This 

provides a perfect opportunity to create strategic marketing goals for their culinary forward 

experience seekers, and segment them even further. 

Opportunity Areas & Tactical Recommendations 
There are three main areas of opportunity that this Marketing Plan will address: turning brand 

refinement into brand loyalty through engaging diners, creating sustainable partnerships to 

attract new potential members who are sustainably inclined, and targeting existing customers to 

increase retention through deeper segmentation. 
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Turning Brand Refinement into Brand Loyalty 

Marketing Opportunity 

 

Dinner Lab has expanded rapidly in the last 3 years. The employees have been keeping their 

noses to the grindstone, refining their core product offering and getting it down to a science. 

They have created a great space to explore marketing opportunities with their Dinner Lab Select 

Members. Now, they can actually put an emphasis on creating a brand instead of worrying 

about daily operations. Additionally, they can use this time to explore their existing customer 

segments on a more intimate level.  

Marketing Tactic  

 

To focus on brand refinement, after having initial internal meetings about the concepts, Dinner 

Lab could host Cocktail hours with their Dinner Lab Select Members in different cities. Many 

technology companies employ community managers to build grow and manage the brand, and 

help add a personal connection to the company when all of the interactions are done online 

instead of face to face. The employees in different cities spend time focusing on the operations 

and logistics of the different events, and this could be a great way to let them engage with the 

members more. The Cocktail Hour would be relatively easy to organize. The company could 

work with a mixologist to create a couple signature cocktails and invite members to come to the 

office one evening. After 30 minutes of socializing, the employees of the company could lead 

the members through several post it exercises such as their pains, gain, and jobs. They also 

could participate dot voting on the brand mission and vision. It would cost more and be more 

time intensive than a survey, but this method would get much accurate results and create 

greater brand loyalty.  
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Images 8. Sample Post-It notes exercise. 

Sustainable Partnerships 

Marketing Opportunity  

 

Dinner Lab does not have an overt commitment to sustainability or any published metrics about 

sustainable efforts. Upon first glance, the concept seems inherently unsustainable. Creating a 

one-night restaurant in a parking garage does imply that many resources will be used and 

discarded. However, even though there is a lack of sustainable messaging strategy, there still is 

a sustainability story to be told. As the company started with limited means, they had to 

maximize the resources that they had. They see underutilized spaces in a new light. They aren’t 

pouring resources into a new space, they take their $15,000 test kitchen with them to an old 

church or soundstage or parking garage and create a new use for it. Additionally, besides the 

use of space being inherently sustainable, the simply fact that they pre-sell tickets to dinner is 
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sustainable. They reduce food waste by knowing exactly how many diners they will have and 

what supplies they will need. 

  

The majority of chefs source their food local, and they have had partnership dinners with the 

slow food movement in certain cities. They also hire local purveyors for the events. In fact, most 

of the attendees at the event are local – 75% of the reserved seats for any given engagement 

are for members who live in the same city. Besides engaging in casual conversation at the 

communal table, sharing a meal with those around you does help to create a greater sense of 

community. It is a bit of a leap to say that a dining experience would create the type of 

mindfulness needed to translate to a greater understanding of how the physical environment 

affects the community, but it is indicative of a greater shift in how companies think about 

sustainability. They start with values that often inherently incorporate a double bottom line, 

without realizing that what they are doing is tied into larger sustainable ideas. The focuses on 

the community and local foods have been core parts of Dinner Lab. As the company grows and 

is able to not constantly be in a startup mentality, there is a great possibility to enhance their 

sustainable efforts. 

 

Dinner Lab can focus on refining who they are as a brand and what opportunities fit into those 

values. While creating a mission and vision and defining the company’s immediate goals and 

long-term vision, it is also a good to reassess the company’s commitment to sustainability. It 

also opportunity to create further connections with your Dinner Lab members by attracting those 

who share these values. Furthermore, this is becoming more and more important for recruiting 

potential employees. 

 

Marketing Tactic  

 

Just as currently events are sponsored and co-branded by alcohol companies, there could be 

events co-branded by values aligned companies. The company Hampton Creek is a food 

technology company that focused on finding new ways of utilizing plants in food products. They 

have created a mayonnaise using a pea protein that is healthier than traditional mayonnaise, 

and a big enough taste threat that Unilever sued them. The trick to these partnerships is to use 

a values alignment for them so they do not appear to be inauthentic sponsorships. A partnership 

with Hampton Creek is a great match because both companies are innovative food labs, 
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Hampton Creek at the food product level and Dinner Lab at the assembled meal level. Dinner 

Lab could have an Iron Chef style competition between chefs to use a certain ingredient, or a 

special dinner that traveled to all of the markets. 

Deeper Segmentation  

Marketing Opportunity  

 

They also can began to segment their marketplace beyond culinary forward experience 

seekers. The first potential subdivisions to test are food innovators and adventure junkies. Food 

innovators prioritize spending time with rising chefs and learning about new potential culinary 

techniques in a cooking class event. Adventure junkies put the experience first, and they 

prioritize a cool location like a rooftop or a special themed Halloween dinner with costumes.  

Marketing Tactic 

 

As they began to segment their marketplace beyond culinary forward experience seekers into 

food innovators and adventure junkies, the first step with segmentation is to examine the events 

they have planned already and see if any fit into these categories. An event for the food 

innovators could include interaction with a chef and a limited number of participants. A survey 

found over half of millennial diners admit they are more likely to attend events if they are 

exclusive or secret. Additionally, it found that a more personal interaction with the chef is a huge 

reason diners attend these events. (Eventbrite 2015). Even though the brand fell into this 

category due to necessity, it is worth it to try to keep some exclusive elements to generate 

excitement. They could offer a limited seating at a chef’s table for a meet and greet before the 

dinner, or to join the chef for drinks after for a premium price. An event for the adventure junkies 

could be a special New Year’s Eve Dinner Lab on a building rooftop the public normally does 

not have access to visit, or a special themed event that has a music and theater component to it 

in addition to the food. 
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Validation of Opportunity Areas  

 

The brand refinement and sustainable partnership opportunity areas will be easy to validate. 

Both offer easy ways to test with a pilot project before a full commitment, but are also such 

general marketing areas that it is hard to imagine spending time addressing them could do any 

harm to the company even if they do not have an intense ROI. The deeper segmentation 

opportunity area could first be examined with data analysis. The information the members have 

submitted on their preferences and the list of events they have attended could be compared to 

see if there is initial validation of the segments before proceeding. If there is not initial validation, 

the data could be clustered to find where the correct segments are. 

 

Metrics 
 

The performance metrics I would use to benchmark those opportunity areas all revolve around 

the number of events attended. After the brand loyalty pilot is done at the home office in New 

Orleans, the members who attended could have their attendance at events tracked for the next 

6 months. If they attend more events than before they attended the brand loyalty pilot, the event 

can be considered a success and it can be taken to other markets. After an event with a 

sustainability partner is completed, a simple survey could be done to see if the attendees would 

want to see more events with similar partners in the future. Even if a new opportunity area does 

not prove to be an excessive revenue producer, as long as it is making money, it could have 

secondary effects that make the effort continue to produce it worthwhile. The customer 

segmentation opportunity area will be the most time consuming. The company has plenty of 

data collected, but what is important is identifying the trends in that data to verify the top 

customer segments. 
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